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ABSTRACT — CADAL is a part of universal digital library
project supported by the Chinese government, 16 Chinese
and American first-class universities that have taken part in
the collection of resources and the construction of technical
environment.. Finding useful information and knowledge in
the digital library is a time consuming process.
Personalization Services help individuals and communities
address the challenges of information overload.
This paper shows the architecture of the entire
Personalization Services for CADAL, and techniques
exploited by us to construct it, such as query expansion,
relevance feedback, user modeling, collaborative-based and
content-based filtering methods. The system keeps track of
user interests in different domains by automatically
analyzing users’ query in our search engine and browsing
behaviors in the website. Questionnaires are presented to
users to explicitly give out the ratings about specific items,
based on which the system predicts the potential interested
items for the individuals.
Index Terms— Information System, Information Service,
Information Retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION
The Million Book Project [1] is a part of a larger
universal digital library initiative by the computer
scientists and information experts at CMU. Building a
Universal Digital Library (UDL) to contain all existed
books step by step will realize the dream of sharing all
human knowledge. First challenge for UDL is to make
the one hundred million books with text and images
online and globally accessible. To meet the challenge,
China and US parties initiated the China-US Million
Book Digital Library Project [2].
The State Development and Reform Commission,
Ministry of Education and Finance Ministry of China
had agreed to support the China-US Million Book
Digital library with a project “Chinese American Digital
Academy Library (CADAL)” as a part of the Project 211
in the tenth Five-year Plan. CADAL is led by Zhejiang
University and the Graduate school of Chinese Academy
of Science. Now more than nine hundred thousand
digitized books were collected and uploaded to the
Library of Zhejiang University. People from world wide
can online access this large digital collection through the
website “www.cadal.zju.edu.cn”. It is a key problem for
the individuals and communities to find useful
information from the large number of books in CADAL

at right time and place. Therefore, personalization
services are constructed to alleviate this problem in
CADAL portal.
Web personalization[4] is the process of customizing
a web site to the needs of specific users, taking
advantage of the knowledge acquired from the analysis
of the user’s navigational behavior (usage data) in
correlation with other information collected in the Web
Context, namely, structure, content, and user profile data.
In this paper, we focus on the personalization, not layout
customization.
Web data can be classified in four categories [9]:
1) Content data are presented to the end-user
appropriately structured, such as text, images
2) Structure data represent the way content is
organized. They can be either HTML/XML tag or
hyperlinks connecting one page to another.
3) Usage data represent a website’s usage, such as
visitor’s IP address, access time, access path and other
attributes that can be contained in web access log.
4) User profile data provides information about the
user of the website. A user profile contains demographic
information (such as name, age, country, education etc.),
as well as information about the user’s interest and
preference. Such information is acquired through the
registration form or questionnaires, or can be inferred by
usage data.
Web site personalization can be defined as the process
of customizing the content and structure of a Web site to
the specific and individual needs taking advantage of the
user’s navigational behavior. The steps of a Web
personalization process include: 1) the collection of Web
data, 2) preprocess these data, e.g. transformation and
modeling, 3) the analysis of the collected data, 4) the
determination of the actions that should be performed.
The way that are employed to analyze the collected data
include content-based filtering, collaborative filtering,
rule-based filtering, and Web usage mining. So far, we
have implemented the basic rule-based filtering method,
the content-based filtering methods exploiting user
feedback, and collaborative filtering method based on
cluster smoothing as personalization services in CADAL
Portal. The query expansion and relevance feedback
techniques were employed to construct the function of
personalized search. In the future, the personalization
techniques based on web usage mining will be
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Fig 1 the architecture of personalization services in CADAL

investigated, especially when the more and more logging
information is available.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: First we
introduce the related works to our personalization
implementation. Section III shows the personalization
architecture in CADAL project and defines the specific
services. Section IV shows the keyword expansion and
relevance feedback techniques exploited in personalized
search. Section V describes the personal web portal and
basic rule-based filtering techniques. Section VI shows
personalization services based on Information filtering
techniques. The paper ends with conclusion and remarks
on further work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Personalization services in CADAL portal have been
built with reference to many other published papers and
works done by predecessors. [3] shows the architecture
of personalization service in distributed environments
for e-learning. Our current implementation in CADAL is
still lack of ontology support services that existed in
ELENA [3]. [4] summaries the web mining techniques in
web personalization service, but focus on the web-usage
data mining in detail. Since the logging data is being
collected, the recommendation services in CADAL are
mainly based on the contents of digital items and user
ratings on items now. [5] [6] propose the practical
solutions for personalized search, which are
implemented in CADAL. We have made use of the
filtering techniques described in [7] [8]. These filtering
techniques can obtain a good trade-off between the
performance and system scalability.

III. THE PERSONALIZATION ARCHITECTURE IN
CADAL
The personalization architecture in CADAL benefits
from the semantic web technologies: the metadata
description of digital resources provided in the various
repositories follows the Dublin Core standards [10].
Services which carry out personalization functionality
like personalized search or recommendations, as well as
other required support service can be described in OWLS [11], and are accessible via WSDL [12] and SOAP
[13]. The seamless integration and the flow of results
between services and the presentation of results to users
are shown in fig.1. These services are composed to serve
the users through the personal portal. In the following,
the services defined in this figure are to be described.
A Personal Agent Service
The central component of the personalization
architecture in CADAL is the personal agent service
which finds and integrates the other service described in
the following subsections to help users to find
appropriate digital books or other multimedia
information in CADAL huge volumes of data.
The personal agent service is exposed through the
personal web portal which can be browsed through the
internet browsers by user. A user can view the interface
of personalized search and the recommended results by
recommendation services on the personal portal. Fig 1 is
the screen snapshot of the entry of personal portal in
CADAL.
B Link Generation Service
A link generation service provides personalized
semantic relations for a digital item in accordance with

Fig 2 the entry page of the personal portal

the information in a learner’s profiles. These relations
can show the context of an item (e.g. the metadata about
the digital book), or they can show other books related to
this browsed book. CALIS project is another China
academic digital library in line with CADAL. The link
generation services dynamically generate the links for
the browsed book to the union catalog service and intralibrary loan system constructed by CALIS.
C Personalized Search Service
The personalized search service is based on the query
expansion techniques that extend a user query by
additional restrictions and variables based on user
feedback. Personal agent service keeps track of the user
navigation process and underlying strengths the query
through identifying the concepts that occur most
frequently in the metadata of relevant digital book. The
query expansion techniques will combine the collected
concepts and user’s query to limit the number of
irrelevant results and rank the most related result at the
top.
The query expansion service is to be enhanced by
ontology techniques [14] when the comprehensive
Chinese ontology collections are constructed.
D Repository Service
In general, repository services provide access to any
kinds of repository which is connected to a network. All
books in CADAL are scanned to tiff image and encoded
in djvu format to publish to the public. All books are

classified in publish time, publish type and authoring
language as six repositories such as modern books,
dissertation & thesis, ancient books, minguo books,
minguo journals and English books.
A repository service maintains a link to a metadata
store which stores the metadata edited by manual in
accordance with Dublin Core metadata standard.
Repository service can be two kinds: query service and
modification service. The repository can be asked to
return references to the digital books matching the given
query, to create the references to the new digital book
and its metadata, to delete the reference to the digital
book, and to modify the metadata of the digital book.
E Recommendation service
The recommendation services analyze the user’s
preference data about the digital books collected by
personal agent service when the user answers the
questionnaires listed in the related info page of the
browsed book. Then recommendation services determine
what books are to be recommended to the user based on
value of the similarity computed by the filtering methods.
The similarity values of top 300 recommended items are
to be added into user profiles. Users can see these
recommended items sorted by the similarity value after
they login the web portal. The recommendation services
now periodically update the recommendation items for
the specific user at the middle night every day in order to
exploit the sparse computing time at night and save the
computing time to afford intensive service at day.

F User Metadata

A Keyword Expansion

User metadata or user profile is composed of the
information that the personal portal collect through the
registration form or the questionnaires filled by user
itself, the list of favorite books and bookmarks in
reading books, the preference rules set by user according
to which the personal portal display the monitored
results on the entry page of personal portal, and the
recommendation
items
recommended
by
the
collaborative and content-based recommendation
methods.

Single keyword is usually ambiguous, or too general.
Moreover, they can occur in vast quantities of
documents, thus making the search return the hundreds
of hit, most of which is irrelevant to the intended user
query. Giving the additional keywords can refine the
search providing the considerable improvement in the
retrieval accuracy. We extract the words that mostly cooccur with the user query in its intended meaning in the
large number of metadata descriptions of digital books.
One of the characteristic of good refinement words is
that they be domain specific. In this section, we present
the method for automatically finding appropriate
keywords to constrain and refine search for relevant
books.
The Trigger Pairs Model [6] was used to identify the
most similar pairs of words. If a word S is significantly
correlated with another word T , then ( S , T ) is
considered as a “trigger Pair”, with S being the trigger
and T the trigged word. When S occurs in the
document, it triggers T , causing its probability estimate
to change, i.e. when we see the word S appearing at
some point in a text, we expect the word T to appear
after S with some confidence. The manual information
(MI) that considers the words order is a measure of the
correlation and used to extract trigger pairs from large
corpus. The mutual information is given by the following
formula:

IV. PERSONALIZED SEARCH
Many users often send one or two keywords as a query
to the search engine, the results obtained with them are
not always satisfactory. These results can be improved
by expanding the query with additional search items.
Queries can be expanded in different manners. With
manual query expansion, users indicate which item
should be used for expansion. With automatic expansion,
a system selects the terms for expansion.
Query expansion depends on the natural language
processing techniques and relevance feedback methods.
Explicit user relevance feedback is based on users’
indicating which results of a search are relevant. Based
on this evaluation, terms from the relevant documents
are used for query expansion either automatically or
indicated by user. Implicit relevance feedback deduces
the evaluation from the user behavior without asking the
user for the feedback. The terms often are automatically
used to modify the user query. Magennis and van
Rijsbergen [15] find that for automatic query expansion
the optimal number of required expansion terms could
be as low as six additional terms. Belkin et al. [16]
compared automatic query expansion and manual query
expansion for the TREC-8 interactive task and found no
differences in performance and preference by the users.
Later, White et al. [17] argued in TREC-10 that implicit
feedback can substitute for explicit feedback. Moreover,
in a real setting, users seldom request the query
expansion. It is therefore our purpose to use the implicit
feedback for automatic query expansion so as to not
burden a user with additional tasks.
[5] proposes a related implicit measure that we believe
can provide a good indication of the user interests:
examining the links followed or ignored by the users. If
a user follows a links, something of interest must appear
in the metadata description of the browsed digital book.
If the user ignores a link, nothing interesting is presented.
When a link was followed, we consider the metadata
information about this book routed by this link as
relevant but not the contents of this book since the user
has not yet read this book. This method doesn’t intrude
on user privacy, nor does it require any additional user
effort.

M I ( ss, t ) = P ( s, t ) log

P ( ss, t )

P ( s ) P (t )

(1)

To evaluate the method, we use the all metadata
descriptions about the digital book of 100M bytes and
set the maximum distance between S and T to 300.
The trigger pair method can provide several candidate
refinement keywords. An additional question is, how
many and which ones to use under any given
circumstances. For a search with only one keyword, the
top several triggers to the keyword are used to expand
the search. But for a search with more than two
keywords, the choice becomes more complicated. The
following algorithm is used for keyword expansion
based on the trigger pairs.
We define that the keywords are K1 , K 2 , K m , and the
expected number of refinement words is N .
Initialize n = m , S is the empty set.
1. S1 = {s11 , s12 , , s1i } → K1 is the trigger set to
K1 . s11 , s12 , , s1i are sorted in decreasing order of the
mutual information.
S2 = {s21 , s22 , , s2 j } → K 2 is the trigger set to K 2 .
Sm = {sm1 , sm 2 ,

, smk } → K m is the trigger set to K m

Fig 3 the user rules setting interface
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out of m. The words in the S are sorted in decreasing
order of mutual information.
3. If S ≥ N , let the top N words in S be the
refinement words and stop.
4. Otherwise, let n = n − 1 , continue step 2.
This method can improve the recall rate of the search
and provide disambiguation information for ambiguous
query word.
2. S = S

B Relevance Feedback Implementation
When a user needs to find information regarding a
particular topic he or she starts searching by typing
keywords and click the search button on the entry page
of web site. A connection to a search engine is
established and the results of the first search are
displayed to the user. These results are the first 20
records of the digital books with their title, authors, and
the link to the full text displayed. Our algorithm never
modifies the first user query, since the user feedback is
not yet available and we do not predefine a set of
document as relevant. Instead, the relevant and non
relevant contexts are built on the fly for each search
session for each user. These contexts are based on the
titles, descriptions and other metadata of the digital book.
The system attempts to expand each second and
subsequent query.
A search session is a set of consecutive searches by a
user to find information on the one or more topic. When
a user follows a link to a digital book, the title and other
metadata was categorized as relevant, and the links not

followed are categorized as non-relevant. The category
having followed links contains the implicit positive
feedback and represents the relevant context. The user
keywords are also added to this category. The category
having ignored links contains the implicit negative
feedback and represents the non relevant context. The
words and their occurrence frequency are retained for
both contexts separately. Since user engage in the
multiple searches, the contexts change with every search,
so both are continuously updated during a search session.
We use the implicit feedback to differentiate the relevant
and non relevant digital books in the top-ranked results.
Implicit feedback often increases the proportion of
relevant and non-relevant contexts. Xu and Croft [18]
found that the proportion of relevant documents in the
top-ranked documents affects the results, with a higher
proportion resulting in better performance.
The trigger pairs of the user query are to be replaced by
the most frequent words in the relevant context. If the
number of results of modified query is fewer than 10, the
original user query is used to search the relevant books.
V. RULE-BASED PERSONALIZATION SERVICE
Fig 3 shows the individual-customized rules setting
interface through which individuals can specify the
Boolean combination of the specific rules. One rule tells
the system that it should filter the digital items according
to the keywords that are found in the title, subject,
creator, publisher, or description of digital items. On
entering the entry of personal portal, the individual can
see the filtered results based on the combination rules. In
the middle area of fig 2, the number of filtered results of

each combination is limited up to 20. When user
specifies the multiple kinds of combination of rules, the
portal displays the filtered results of each combination in
the top-down order. In the current implementation,
AJAX techniques [22] are used to asynchronously to
communicate to the web application server. Therefore,
the sooner the server completes the filtering process
according to one combination, the sooner the results of
this filtering are displayed. When the user encounters the
favorite items or stop reading at some place in the book
being browsed, it can indicate the portal to remember the
favorite books and bookmarks in the book being
browsed, which are both displayed in the entry of
personal portal.
VI. PERSONALIZATION SERVIC BASED ON INFORMATION
FILTERING TECHNIQUES

In CADAL portal, a content-based filtering method is
implemented. User profile is represented as a vector of
indicative keywords extracted from the contents of all
digital books. When users return more and more
relevance feedback, the recommender system will retrain
the discriminative model to obtain the right model
parameter to better predict the interest of user to item.
Besides relevance feedback, users can answer the
questionnaires of rating the digital item. Users can select
one of five ranks with one the worst and five the best. A
hybrid collaborative filtering method is implemented to
learn a cluster model from the rating data to predict the
preference of users to unseen items.
A Content-based filtering method
The purpose of user profile learning is to find a
classifier with least generalization error on future data
using the training data available, thus the answer usually
depend on the data set. At the early stage of filtering, we
collect the very few training data, thus a low variance
algorithm that is insensitive to the training example
could be a better choice. When enough data are
collected through the interaction with the user later, a
low bias algorithm that closely approximates the best
solution may work better. We implemented the
LR_Rocchio algorithm [7] that combines the classical
Rocchio algorithm[19] and logistic regression statistical
algorithm in order to handle the whole filtering process.
At a certain point in the adaptive filtering process,
suppose that we have t training documents with user’s
indication of relevance.
Dt = ( X , Y )t = ( x1 , y1 ) , ( x2 , y2 ) , , ( xt , yt )
Where xi , i = 1 to t , is a vector that represents the
relevant and non-relevant documents indicated by users
in a K dimensional vector space indexed by K
keywords. y = 1 if the document x is relevant, otherwise

y = −1 . The recommender system recommends the topranked items sorted in decreasing order of the posterior
probability of relevance of document x based on the
training data: P ( y = 1| x, Dt ) .
A widely used profile updating methods in the
information retrieval community are the different
variations of the increasing Rocchio algorithm, which
can be generalized as:

Q′ = α ⋅Q + β

xi ∈ R

R

xi

−γ

xi ∈ N R

NR

xi

(2)

Where
the
initial
profile
vector,
Q is
Q ′ = ( wr1 , , wrk ) is the new profile vector, R is the set
of relevant documents, and NR is the set of non-relevant
documents.
When filtering, the Racchio algorithm only provides a
score indicating how well the document matches the user
profile. The score is calculated by measuring the
distance between the document vector and the user
profile Q ′ using the cosine formula. The system will
deliver the document x to the user if and only if its score
is above the dissemination threshold, the decision rule
is: ( wr1 , , wrk ) x ≥ threshold
Let wr 0 =-threshold, wTR = ( wr 0 , wr1 , , wrK ) . We
make x a new K + 1 vector with the first dimension
corresponding to a pseudo-feature of constant value 1,
the above equation can be rewritten as:
Deliver if and only if wTR x ≥ 0
The Rocchio algorithm is a simple heuristic algorithm
that empirically works well.
Logistic regression is one widely used statistical
algorithm that can provide an estimation of posterior
probability P ( y | x ) of an unobserved variable y given
an observed variable x . A logistical regression model
estimates the posterior probability of y via a log linear
function of observed document x :

P ( y = ±1 | x , w ) =

1

1 + exp ( − ywT x )

(3)

where w is the K dimensional logistical regression
model parameter learned from the training data.
The Bayesian-based learning algorithms often begin
with a certain prior belief p ( w ) about the distribution of
the logistic regression model parameter w .A Gaussian
distribution p ( w ) = N ( w; mw , vw ) is often used as the
prior distribution of the logistic regression weights,
where mw is the mean of the Gaussian distribution in the
K dimensional parameter space and

( K + 1) ⋅ ( K + 1)

vw−1 is the

covariance matrix of the Gaussian

distribution. If all items in the covariance matrix vw−1 are
zero, p ( w ) is a non-informative prior: all values of
w have the same probability. A classifier learned with a

non-informative prior usually over fits the training data.
The LR_Rocchio algorithm set a Bayesian prior of the
logistic regression model parameter using the user
profile calculated by Rocchio algorithm.
Let wTR = ( wr 0 , wr1 , wr 2 , , wrk ) be the profile vector
calculated by the Rocchio algorithm. We use the same
representation for logistic regression as Rocchio for
documents: the same set of keywords with the same
weighting schema, plus a pseudo-dimension, which is
always 1. The probability of relevance of a given
document x based on logistic regression model w is:

1

P ( y = 1| x, w ) =

(4)

1 + exp ( − wT x )

Since the goal is to minimize classification error, the
system using the logistic regression will deliver the
document x if and only if wT x ≥ 0 .
A Gaussian distribution

N ( mw , vw−1 ) for

logistic

regression encodes the belief that the true decision
boundary is around the one defined by mw . Instead of
setting mw = ( 0, 0,

, 0 ) , we set mw the same as the

boundary found by Rocchio algorithm, which is better
than the commonly used non-informative prior or zero
mean Gaussian prior. A prior mw that encodes Rocchio’s
suggestion about decision boundary can be learned via
constrained maximum likelihood estimation:

m w = arg max w

t
i =1

log

1

1 + exp ( − y i w T x i )

(5)

Under the constraint: cos ( w, wR ) = 0
The resulting logistic regression parameter mw
maximizes the likelihood of the data under the constraint
that it corresponds to the same decision boundary as the
Rocchio algorithm. The solution is in a simple form that
can be calculated efficiently:

Where

α = arg max α

The major approaches of collaborative filtering are
classified in two kinds: memory-based and model-based
approaches. The basic idea of memory-based approaches
is to compute the active user’s predicted vote of an item
as a weighted average of votes by other similar users or
K nearest neighbor. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PCC) algorithm [20] is the one of the most popular
memory-based approaches. Two popular model-based
algorithms are the clustering for collaborative filtering
and aspect models [21]. Clustering techniques work by
identifying the groups of users who appear to have
similar preferences. Once the clusters are created,
predictions for an individual can be made by averaging
the options of the other user in that cluster. We
implemented a hybrid model algorithm using the clusterbased smoothing [8]. The algorithm is:
1. Create the user clusters C using the k-means method.
2. Given the user ua , and i rated items, an item t and
an integer K , the number of nearest neighbors.
Choose s users into G from groups that are most
similar to user ua .
3.

Calculate similarity sim ( u , ua ) for each u in G in

which the rating of the user u is the combination of
Ru ( t ) and RCu ( t ) .
4.
5.

Select the top-K most similar users as neighbors.
Predict the rating of the item t for ua by the
behaviors of the K nearest neighbors.
a
set
of
items,
Let
T = {t1 , t2 , , tm } be

U = {u1 , u2 ,

, un } be a set of users. ua is the user for

whom we provide the recommendations for items that
user
has
not
seen
before.
Let
the
( u1 , i1 , r1 ) , , ( uk , ik , rk ) be all the ratings that users give.
Each triple ( ui , ii , ri ) indicates the item

ii is rated as ri

by the user ui . For each user u , Ru ( t ) denotes the rating

mw = α * ⋅ wR

of item t by user u and Ru denotes his average rating.
Assuming that users could be clustered into N groups,
then
the
clustering
results
of
the
users
1
2
U = {u1 , u2 , , un } are represented as {Cu , Cu , , Cun } ,

1

the Pearson correlation-coefficient function is taken as
the similarity measure function. The similarity between
user u and user u ′ is defined as :

α is a scalar:
*

B collaborative filtering method

t
i =1

1 + exp ( − yiα wTR xi )

(6)

The solution can be found quickly using gradient
descent algorithm.
In practice, the Rocchio algorithm influences heavily
on the logistic regression algorithm at the early stage of
relevance data collection. The LR_Rocchio algorithm
automatically manages the trade-off between bias and
variance based on the amount of the collected data.

simu,u′ =

t∈T ( u) ∧T ( u′)

t∈T ( u) ∧T ( u′)

( R ( t ) − R ) ⋅( R ( t ) − R )
u

u

( R (t) − R )
u

u

u′

2
t∈T ( u) ∧T ( u′)

u′

( R (t ) − R )
u′

(7)

u′

At the early stage of system running, the collected
rating data is sparse. To fill the missing values in data set,
clusters are explicitly exploited to smooth the sparse
data. Based on the clustering results, we apply the

smoothing techniques to the unseen rating data. Let’s
first define a special rating value as follows:

R ( t ) if user u rate the item t
Ru ( t ) = { u
Rˆ ( t ) else
u

, Cun } refers the cluster

user u belongs to. The following equation is used to
calculate Rˆu ( t ) :

Rˆu ( t ) = Ru + ∆RCu ( t )

users in cluster Cu to item t , which is defined as:
u ′∈ C u ( t )

( R (t ) − R )
u′

u′

C u (t )

Where Cu ( t ) ∈ Cu is the user set in user cluster

(8)

Cu that

have rated item t. Cu ( t ) is the number of users in
cluster Cu who have rated the item t.
We make use of the user cluster to limit the number of
neighbors similar to the user in preference to increase
the system scalability. The centroid of cluster is
represented as the average rating over the cluster. The
similarity between the cluster C and user is defined as:

simua ,C =

t∈T (ua ) ∧T ( C)

t∈T ( ua ) ∧T ( C)

( ∆R ( t ))
C

(

∆RC ( t ) ⋅ Rua ( t ) − Rua
2
t∈T (ua ) ∧T ( C)

(R

ua

)

( t ) − Ru )

2

(

(

wut ⋅ ( Ru ( t ) − Ru ) ⋅ Rua ( t ) − Rua

wut ⋅ ( Ru ( t ) − Ru )

)

2
t∈T ( ua )

(

)

Rua ( t ) − Rua

)

2

(10)

After the neighbor selection, a weighted aggregate of the
deviations from the neighbor’s mean is used to generate
the prediction for the active user as the following:
K

Rua ( t ) = Rua +

i =1

(

wut ⋅ simua , ui ⋅ Rui ( t ) − Rui
K
i =1

)

(11)

wut ⋅ simua , ui

VII. CONCLUSION

Where ∆RCu ( t ) is average deviation of rating for all

∆ R Cu ( t ) =

t∈T ( ua )

t∈T ( ua )

Where Rˆu ( t ) denotes the smoothed value for user u ’s
rating to the item t .
Given a user u , Cu ∈ {Cu1 , Cu2 ,

simua ,u =

(9)

a

After calculating the similarity, the users in the most
similar cluster are taken as the candidates that need to be
recalculated similarity with the active user on the
smoothed data. After smoothing, the rating data contains
two parts: original data and group data. The different
weights are placed on the two parts when calculating the
similarity between the cluster users and the active user.
The confidential weight wut for the user u to item t is
defined as:

1−λ if user u rate the item t
wut = {
λ else
Where λ is the tuning parameter between original rating
and group rating, its value varied from 0 to 1. The
system will select the top K most similar users based on
the following similarity function:

In this paper, we have described the personalization
services currently implemented in the CADAL portal,
and the techniques to build the respective
personalization service. We build the CADAL portal as
a testbed of versatile information filtering methods based
on the contents of items, user ratings and customized
rules.
In the future, the architecture of personalization
services is to be extended to incorporate the ontology
techniques like WordNet®. WordNet® is an online
lexical reference system in which nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs are organized into synonym sets,
each representing one underlying lexical concept. As
portal runs, we will put more effort on the web usage
mining techniques to discover the user pattern from the
web data.
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